Dorking Rugby Anti-bullying Policy
Dorking RFC anti-bullying policy sets out how we feel about bullying as a club, what we’ll do to tackle it and
how we’ll support children and adults who experience or display bullying behaviour.
Rationale
At Dorking RFC we aim to create a safe and secure learning environment where individuals treat each
other with respect and understanding. Bullying will not be tolerated at all in our Club. Bullying will be taken
seriously, responded to promptly, and procedures followed to deal with the situation. It is the responsibility
of every adult working in rugby union whether professional or volunteer, to ensure that all young people
can enjoy the sport in a safe enjoyable environment.
What is Bullying?
Bullying is the use of aggression with the intention of hurting another person. Bullying results in pain and
distress to the victim. Bullying occurs when this behaviour is exercised through the use of power rather
than an exchange between equals. This power may be due to greater physical or psychological strength or
greater numbers. Bullying can be:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Emotional – being unfriendly, excluding (emotionally and physically) and tormenting (e.g. hiding
rugby kit, threatening gestures including sending threatening text/social media messages)
Physical – pushing, kicking, hitting, punching or any use of violence
Racist – racial taunts, graffiti, gestures
Sexual – unwanted physical contact or sexually abusive comments
Homophobic – because of, or focusing on the issue of sexuality
Verbal – name-calling, sarcasm, spreading rumours, teasing.

Bullying can include online ( Text, Whatsapps & Social Media) as well as offline behaviour
A child may indicate by signs or behaviour that he or she is being bullied. Children and young people have
described bullying as:
Being called names | Being teased | Being hit, pushed, pulled, pinched, or kicked | Having their bag,
mobile or other possessions taken | Receiving abusive text/social media messages | Being forced to hand
over money | Being forced to do things they do not want to do | Being ignored or left out | Being
victimised or attacked because of religion, gender, sexuality, disability, appearance, ethnic or
racial origin|
• All forms of bullying will be acted upon.
• Everybody in the club or organisation has a responsibility to work together to stop bullying.
.

Establishing a Postive Club Ethos
The most important aspect of our strategy to combat bullying is the creation of a positive and inclusive club
ethos. This begins with how adults at Dorking RFC treat each other, its members, parent, and children, with
respect and understanding, even in difficult situations.
Concerns expressed by children and parents are always listened to carefully and taken seriously.
At Dorking RFC we promote and follow the RFU Core Values. Everyone involved in rugby in England,
whether as a player, coach, referee, administrator, parent or spectator is expected to uphold the Core
Values of our sport:
Teamwork–Respect–Enjoyment–Discipline–Sportsmanship
● Play to win – but not at all cost
● Win with dignity, lose with grace
● Observe the Laws and regulations of the game
● Respect opponents, referees and all participants
● Reject cheating, racism, violence and drugs
● Value volunteers and paid officials alike
● Enjoy the game
We aim to be constantly promoting and reinforcing positive behaviour and developing all children’s
self-esteem through a celebration of achievement. In this way, by aiming to ‘include’ everyone in the Club
community, it is much less likely, either those children will become a focus for bullying, or that others may
resort to bullying.
We encourage children, parents, volunteers and staff to report any suspected instances of bullying to one of
the coaching staff or to the Club Safeguarding Officer. Children in particular need to be assured not to keep
worries to themselves, but to tell their parent and/or a Coach. The whole Club Community needs to be
assured that all instances are taken very seriously, and investigated thoroughly.
It is essential that the first adult involved in the situation reassures the victim and informs the Club
Safeguarding Officer. Parents of all children involved should be informed at the earliest opportunity so that
their support can be encouraged. Parents are encouraged to:
● Listen carefully to their child, and reassure them that action will be taken
● Stay calm whatever the concerns
● Discuss issues with the Club at the earliest opportunity, and review actions regularly
● Give the Club time to address the issues In the case of a Looked After Child, it is essential that
their Social Worker is involved at the earliest opportunity.
Dorking RFC will:
● Recognise its duty of care and responsibility to safeguard all players from harm.
● Promote and implement this anti-bullying policy in addition to our safeguarding policy and
procedures.
● Ensure that bullying behaviour is not tolerated or condoned.
● Require all members of the club to sign up this policy.
● Take action to investigate and respond to any reports of bullying from children and young people.
● Encourage and facilitate children and young people to play an active part in developing and adopting
a code of conduct for behaviour.
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●

Ensure that coaches are given access to information, guidance and training on bullying.

Each participant, coach, volunteer or official will:
● Encourage individuals to speak out about bullying behaviour.
● Respect every child’s need for, and right to, a playing environment where safety, security, praise,
recognition and opportunity for taking responsibility are available.
● Respect the feelings and views of others.
● Recognise that everyone is important and equal and that our differences make each of us special
and worthy of being valued.
● Show appreciation of others by acknowledging individual qualities, contributions and progress.
● Ensure safety by having rules and practices carefully explained and displayed for all to see.
● Report incidents of bullying behaviour they see – by doing nothing you are condoning the behaviour.
Supporting children:
● We’ll let children know who will listen to and support them.
● We’ll create an “open door” ethos where children feel confident to talk to an adult about bullying
behaviour or any other issue that affects them.
● Potential barriers to talking (including those associated with a child’s disability or impairment) will
be acknowledged and addressed at the outset to enable children to speak out.
● We’ll make sure children are aware of helpline numbers.
● Anyone who reports an incident of bullying will be listened to carefully and reports will be taken
seriously.
● Any reported experience of bullying behaviour will be investigated and will involve listening carefully
to all those involved.
● Children experiencing bullying behaviour will be supported and helped to uphold their right to play
and live in a safe environment.
● Those who display bullying behaviour will be supported and encouraged to develop better
relationships.
● We’ll make sure that sanctions are proportionate and fair.
Support to the parents/guardians:
● Parents or guardians will be advised on the club or organisation’s bullying policy and practice.
● Any experience of bullying behaviour will be discussed with the child’s parents or guardians.
● Parents will be consulted on action to be taken (for both victim and bully) and we’ll agree on these
actions together.
Useful contacts:
Safeguarding Officer: Jools Ching safeguarding@dorkingrfc.com
Youth Chair: Leo Kane youthrugby@dorkingrfc.com
NSPCC Helpline 0808 800 5000 Childline 0800 1111 / www.childline.org.uk
• Kidscape www.kidscape.org.uk
• Anti-Bullying Alliance www.antibullyingalliance.org Last Update: August 2019
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